Last Word by Peter Relph
A Special Day
As I walked out on Christmas morning, down
Roding Lane to the bridge, I was struck by
something rather strange and peaceful. The road
is usually jammed with traffic, choking with toxic
fumes that kill thousands of people a year.
But on this special day it was different. Peace had
broken out all over. The air was fit to breathe.
Soon I reached the fields, the football pitches
and marshland. Treading the waterlogged turf,
I got a sense of how much it does to prevent
flooding. In the near distance on lower ground
shallow flood waters formed a temporary lake that
was occupied by a pair of swans courting in the
wintry sun. It’s always wonderful to me how, in the
spring, the male swan (the cob) protects the female
(the pen) and their pretty cygnets. The cob is a
proud and protective father.
Flooded fields stopped me venturing any further
but I didn’t mind. Floods are natural to this valley
and I thought of how, near Abridge, the floods
deposit tons of valuable silt onto the fields. It’s all
part of a natural process.

I took in the view. Not another human being in
sight. I relished and absorbed the solitude, no
juggernauts thundering up the adjacent M11 on
this special day. It was a dream come true.
Such a wonderful experience prompts me
to think we have to do more, in our local
communities, to detoxify the atmosphere and
sustain our living planet for the young and future
generations.
So here’s my suggestion for community action in
Epping Forest District, to get the ball rolling. Let’s
have a Traffic Free Sunday as they do in Jakarta,
for instance, the capital of Indonesia. Yes, let’s go
carless on a given Sunday and use the respite from
noise and pollution to enjoy and explore our local
neighbourhood either on foot or bicycle. Let’s do
it for ourselves and for the planet. Let’s start in
Epping Forest and the Roding Valley. That’s right –
I’m talking about a revolution.
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